
Norco JD 3032e Tractor 

Rear Ballast Options  

 

JD 3032e Operator Manual Ballast Recommendation 

http://manuals.deere.com/omview/OMW57755_19/?tM= 

 

 

Norco 3032e tractor tires do have ballast added as part of 12/2019 ordered configuration. 

38 gallons, 410 pounds per tire, for rear tire size 43x16-20 R4 ; total of 800 lbs 

Before doing FEL work with heavy payload, add ballast.  Maximum front-end loader payload is between 

1000lbs -1300lbs including the weight of the FEL implement - bucket or pallet forks- at 3ft to 4 ft off the 

ground.  Additionally, the tractor is carrying the load of the FEL frame too, which is 425 lbs. So, the front end 

maximum weight bearing with 6 ply tires is 1800 lbs.  Max payload with implement plus FEL weight = 1725 lbs .  

Estimated safe payloads are not to exceed 500-600 lbs, this would be the maximum FEL lifting capability that 

add in the weight of either the forks or a bucket  

Match the rear ballast with similar total weight to the front end implement weight plus payload.  The rear 

ballast total will be 820 lb of tire ballast plus the implement option from the table below.. 

Norco implements as of 3/2020 that can be attached to the 3 point hitch to add ballast.  

The heavier the planned front end payload in the bucket or forks, up to their limits, the heavier the ballast option should 

be considered on the rear 3 point hitch. This may mean using reduced front end payloads if doing tasks requiring 

bucket+ material and rear blade work (due to the lighter weight of the rear implement), or breaking up the tasks into 

dedicated phases (e.g., have a rear heavy ballast, do a series of bucket tasks; then change rear ballast to the lighter  

implement and complete task with the rear implement, e.g. blade out the material). 

 

  

http://manuals.deere.com/omview/OMW57755_19/?tM=


 

 

 

Options Norco can consider for heavier rear ballast  

1) Ballast metal box, typically 5.4cu ft , maximum weight 800 lb it can hold 

a.  Remove sand,replace with steel or iron, or add suitcase weight on lip 

2) Tractor suitcase weights and weight hitch 

a. Weights typically come in 2 sizes, 40 lb and 100 lb made of steel 

3) Male a home-made ballast – with cast iron engine block 

a. To get closer to 800 lbs, need 8 cyl , large block  

i. https://www.gomog.com/allmorgan/engineweights2.html 

Weights of materials by cu foot to determine ballast weight based on container size 

 

Norco Rear Implement Implement Weight Notes 

72”  Frontier rear blade 240 lbs green , standard duty model 

48” Woods brush mower 450 lbs blue, light duty 

Ballast cast iron block Estimated 200-250 lbs DIY with harrow weight 

Ballast box  500-550 lbs sreen, filled with sand 

60” Land Pride finish mower 575 lbs tan, FDR 16 series 

Loggers receiver hitch 47 lbs  black, stored in the garage  

Spreader w/o material 175 lbs  

6’ York rake 200 lbs  

   

Norco Front Implement Implement Weight Notes 

60” HLA Bucket with b.o. edge 490 lbs Bucket 455 lbs + bo edge 

72” HLA Bucket with tooth bar 610 lbs Bucket 510 lbs + toothbar 

Titan Pallet Forks, 48” Tines 385 lbs Frame 185 lb + 100 lb per tine 

https://www.gomog.com/allmorgan/engineweights2.html

